Bi-Annual Progress Report

Program Name:
Person completing this report:

- **Program Improvement goals from most recent Program Review.**
  - Goal #1
  - Goal #2
  - Goal #3

- **Progress toward Program Improvement goals.** (Future actions and adjustments)
  - What actions will be needed to get closer to fully meeting our 6-year goals?
  - What resources will be needed to meet our goals?

- **Student learning goals**
  - Goal #1
    - What actions were taken to address this goal?
    - Description of how student work was evaluated.
    - Percentage of students who met or exceeded program expectations on this goal.
    - Attach examples of student work demonstrating mastery of this goal. (Evidence that students met or exceeded program expectations?)
    - Areas for improvement.
  - Goal #2
    - What actions were taken to address this goal?
    - Description of how student work was evaluated.
    - Percentage of students who met or exceeded program expectations on this goal.
    - Attach examples of student work demonstrating mastery of this goal. (Evidence that students met or exceeded program expectations?)
    - Areas for improvement.
  - Goal #3
    - What actions were taken to address this goal?
    - Description of how student work was evaluated.
    - Percentage of students who met or exceeded program expectations on this goal.
    - Attach examples of student work demonstrating mastery of this goal. (Evidence that students met or exceeded program expectations?)
    - Areas for improvement.

- Attach a Curriculum Map/Matrix (an Excel spreadsheet mapping courses to learning goals)